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How to use your G-SPA Smartphone Adapter

The G-SPA can be used with your Telescope, Binoculars, Microscope Spotting Scope, etc., to take pictures or video using your smartphone’s camera, or to enable your smartphone for telescope navigation.*

1. Parts and Functions

Knob A: This knob opens and closes the clamp that secures the G-SPA to your eyepiece (for photography and video) or to the focuser base of your telescope (for navigation).

Knob B: This knob opens and closes the clamp that secures your smartphone to the G-SPA.

Knob C: In Photography mode, this knob allows centering the smartphone to your eyepiece’s field of view or adjust angle of view in Navigation mode.

*Navigation configuration requires installation on your smartphone of a 3rd party Astronomy App, Not Included. See Page 12 for suggestions.
Attaching the G-SPA Smartphone Adapter to your Eyepiece (Telescope, Binoculars, Microscope, Spotting Scope, etc.).

Photography/Video Configuration

Step 1. - See FIG. 3.

Before starting, ensure your eyepiece is secured to the focuser and if there an eyepiece retaining thumbscrew, tighten firmly (1). Clamp the G-SPA to your eyepiece, using Knob A. to adjust the width of the Attachment Clamp to fit around the inserted eyepiece (2). Secure the G-SPA to the eyepiece by tightening Knob A. (3). Clamp firmly enough to secure the G-SPA to the eyepiece but do not over-tighten. You will be adjusting the position of the G-SPA on the eyepiece to optimize eye relief in Step 3.

NOTE: The images in this section will show the G-SPA on a telescope but the same instructions apply when using any optical device with an eyepiece that you wish to attach the G-SPA to and use your smartphone to take photos or video.
Clamping your Smartphone onto the G-SPA Adapter

Photography/Video Configuration continued

Step 2. - See FIG. 4.

The G-SPA Smartphone Adapter attached to your eyepiece should look like this (1).

Position your smartphone in the cradle with the screen facing outwards to you (2) and using Knob B, open or close the the smartphone clamp cradle to accommodate your smartphone while making sure the smartphone camera lens is roughly aligned with the eyepiece, then lock Knob B tightly to prevent the smartphone from slipping and falling out.

Make sure your smartphone is securely attached and cannot slip out of the adapter. Cosmo Brands Inc. assumes no liability for damages caused by a dropped or improperly attached smartphone.

When the smartphone is secure in the cradle, enable the camera on your phone (3) then use Knob C. to position your smartphone so that the camera lens and the eyepiece are aligned.

Use the view on your smartphone screen as a guide (3).

To position the camera lens and the eyepiece in alignment you may need to tilt and raise/lower the smartphone cradle (4).
Clamping your Smartphone onto the G-SPA Adapter
Photography/Video Configuration continued
Step 2. - FIG. 4.

FIG. 4.
Using your Smartphone with the G-SPA Adapter

Photography/Video Configuration continued

Step 3. - See FIG. 5.
While referencing view on the smartphone, slightly loosen KNOB A and slide the G-SPA forward or back on the eyepiece, bringing your lens closer or farther from the eyepiece until the view fills your smartphone screen as much as possible. See FIG. 5. Then clamp down the G-SPA to the eyepiece by tightening KNOB A. Light shading at the edge of your image is is normal.

FIG. 5.

This may take some practice and how large an image you get on the smartphone screen is dependent on the settings on your smartphone camera (zoom, resolution, etc.) as well as the focal length and eye relief of the eyepiece in the focuser. Eye relief is the distance from the eyepiece lens to the observer's eye, or in this case, the smartphone camera lens. The distance of your target object, as well as other factors such as field of view, will also determine the size of the image on your smartphone screen. For Telescope use, we recommend using a longer focal length eyepiece to start (20mm or 25mm for example) as you would for normal observing, then begin using a shorter focal length eyepiece (6mm or 10mm for example) as you become accustomed to using the G-SPA with your smartphone camera.
Attaching the G-SPA Smartphone Adapter to your Telescope.

Smartphone Navigation Configuration
REFLECTOR TELESCOPE

Step 1. - See FIG. 6.

This section is for REFLECTOR telescopes. If you have a REFRACTOR telescope, please refer to Page 9.

By installing one of the many free astronomy apps available you can use your smartphone as a navigation guide when making astronomical observations. See Page 9 for a partial list of available 3rd party apps. We recommend downloading, installing, configuring and testing the app you choose before using your smartphone in the G-SPA for navigation.

Begin by removing KNOB C. and separating the Smartphone Clamp from the G-SPA body. To reposition the clamp for Navigation, insert Knob C into the smartphone clamp shown in FIG 6(3), then tighten Knob C.
Attaching the G-SPA Smartphone Adapter to your Telescope.

Smartphone Navigation Configuration
REFLECTOR TELESCOPE

Step 2. - See FIG. 7.

After setting up the G-SPA as in FIG 6., open the Attachment Clamp using Knob A. enough to fit over the base of the telescope focuser then slide the G-SPA onto the focuser as shown in FIG 7-1., making sure to orient the G-SPA so that access to the focusing knobs on the telescope is unobstructed (2). Tighten Knob A. to clamp down on the base of the focuser and secure the G-SPA. Position your smartphone in the cradle with the screen facing outwards to you (3). Tighten Knob B tightly to prevent the smartphone from slipping and falling out. Cosmo Brands Inc. assumes no liability for damages caused by a dropped or improperly attached smartphone.
Attaching the G-SPA Smartphone Adapter to your Telescope.

Smartphone Navigation Configuration
REFLECTOR TELESCOPE
Step 2. - Continued.
Depending on which astronomy app you use*, you may want to enable your smartphone app before securing it to the G-SPA for navigation.

Now you are ready to use your smartphone display as an interactive star chart to assist in astronomical viewing.

*Navigation configuration requires installation on your smartphone of a 3rd party Astronomy App, Not Included. See Page 12 for suggestions

FOR ADDITIONAL HELP PLEASE VISIT:

VIDEO
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Attaching the G-SPA Smartphone Adapter to your Telescope.

Smartphone Navigation Configuration

REFRACTOR TELESCOPE

Step 1. - See FIG. 8.

This section is for REFRACTOR telescopes. If you have a REFLECTOR telescope, please refer to Page 6.

By installing one of the many free astronomy apps available you can use your smartphone as a navigation guide when making astronomical observations. See Page 12 for a partial list of available 3rd party apps. We recomend downloading, installing, configuring and testing the app you choose before using your smartphone in the G-SPA for navigation. Before you start, the G-SPA should look like FIG 8. When using the G-SPA for navigation on a Refractor telescope, there is no need to re-orient the cradle.
Attaching the G-SPA Smartphone Adapter to your Telescope.

Smartphone Navigation Configuration
REFRACTOR TELESCOPE

Step 2. - See FIG. 9.

Open the Attachment
Clamp using Knob A. enough to fit over the base of the telescope focuser then slide the G-SPA onto the focuser as shown in FIG 9-1., making sure to orient the G-SPA so that access to the focusing knobs on the telescope is unobstructed. Tighten Knob A. to clamp down on the base of the focuser and secure the G-SPA. Position your smartphone in the cradle with the screen facing outwards to you (2). Tighten Knob B tightly to prevent the smartphone from slipping and falling out. Cosmo Brands Inc. assumes no liability for damages caused by a dropped or improperly attached smartphone.
Attaching the G-SPA Smartphone Adapter to your Telescope.

Smartphone Navigation Configuration
REFRACTOR TELESCOPE

Step 2. - Continued.
Depending on which astronomy app you use*, you may want to enable your smartphone app before securing it to the G-SPA for navigation.

Now you are ready to use your smartphone display as an interactive star chart to assist in astronomical viewing.

*Navigation configuration requires installation on your smartphone of a 3rd party Astronomy App, Not Included. See Page 12 for suggestions

FOR ADDITIONAL HELP PLEASE VISIT:
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List of 3rd Party Smartphone Astronomy Apps

ANDROID APPS

Star Chart

SkEye
http://lavadip.com/skeye/

Mobile Observatory
http://zima.co/

Google Sky Map

iPhone APPS

Star Chart

Star Walk

Star Rover

Some apps are available free and others may have a fee. Cosmo Brands Inc. has no affiliation with and makes no offers or promises for the above downloads. Cosmo Brands Inc. is not responsible for any change of function you may experience on your smart phone as a result of installing 3rd party apps.
**Galileo® Limited One Year Warranty**

We guarantee to replace or, at our option, repair any products or parts thereof which are found defective in material or workmanship during the first year from date of purchase. Our obligation with respect to such products or parts shall be limited to replacement or repair. In no event shall we be liable for consequential or special damages or for transportation, installation, adjustment, or other expenses which may arise in connection with such product or parts. The customer shall be responsible for all costs of transportation and insurance, both to and from GALILEO/COSMO BRANDS INC., and shall be required to prepay such costs. No expenses, warranties and implied warranties, whether or not merchantability of fitness for any particular use or otherwise (except as to title) other than these expressly set forth above which are made in writing and signed by executive officer of our corporation.

**NO LIABILITY FOR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE MANUFACTURER OR ITS SUPPLIERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER. BECAUSE SOME STATES DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF THE POSSIBILITY FOR CONSEQUENTIAL OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES, THE ABOVE LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.**
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IF YOU NEED ANY FURTHER HELP WITH YOUR GALILEO PRODUCT PLEASE E-MAIL US AT CUSTOMERSERVICE@COSMOSOPTICS.COM